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Unambiguous exchange-correlation energy density
Kieron Burke,a) Federico G. Cruz, and Kin-Chung Lam
Department of Chemistry, Rutgers University, 315 Penn Street, Camden, New Jersey 08102

~Received 23 February 1998; accepted 12 August 1998!

An exact exchange-correlation energy density is constructed using only knowledge of the density
dependence of the exchange-correlation energy functional,EXC . The energy density does not
depend on the choice of origin, and allows direct comparison between any functional approximation
and the exact quantity. The asymptotic behavior of this energy density contains the exact ionization
potential. The relative performance of approximation energy functionals is reflected in this energy
density, i.e., the local approximation is moderately accurate, generalized gradient approximations
work better, while hybrids with exact exchange work best. The intershell spike in atoms is
highlighted in this energy density. The energy density can also be calculated for solids, and has
implications for many areas of density-functional theory. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Density-functional theory is rapidly gaining populari
in quantum chemistry1 as a relatively inexpensive yet acc
rate method for finding ground-state energies of electro
Modern algorithms allow treatment of biologically interes
ing molecules with near chemical accuracy.2 The only ap-
proximation made in practical ground-state density fu
tional calculations is to the exchange-correlation energy a
functional of the electron density, often written in the form

EXC@r#5E d3reXC@r#~r !. ~1!

whereeXC@r#(r ) is called the exchange-correlation ener
density. Note that the energy density is ambiguous, as
can always add any quantity whose integral over all sp
vanishes~e.g., C¹2r, where C is a constant!. Within the
local density approximation~LDA !, the conventional form is
eXC

unif@r(r )#, the exchange-correlation energy density of a u
form gas,3,4 while a generalized gradient approximatio
~GGA! includes a gradient dependence,eXC

GGA(r,¹r). Popu-
lar GGA’s are Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr~BLYP!5 and Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof ~PBE!6 ~and its predecessors7,8!.
Hybrids9,10 of GGA with exact exchange may be writte
eXC

hyb5a(eX2eXC
GGA)1eXC

GGA, wherea is a universal constant
typically about 25%.

There has long been a desire to make comparisons
tween exact and approximate energy densities. But to m
such a comparison meaningful, it must be possible to ext
the same quantity from both the exact and approximate th
ries. Such a definition would have two principal uses. Firs
for the development of density functionals, comparison
the exact quantity with functional approximations for mod
systems should tell which regions of space and which f
tures require most effort to improve in the approximate fu
tionals. Secondly, for much larger systems, at the leve
accuracy at which a given energy functional can be believ
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the corresponding energy density will give a map of the s
tem, which would show where the significant contributio
to the energy density are coming from. In particular,
exchange-correlation energy density could show which
gions in space contribute to certain physical properties
covalent bonds, left–right correlation affects bond energ
and its effect can be seen in the bonding region.11 Recently,
correct treatment of core-valence effects has been ident
as important for obtaining accurate energies,12 and may arise
from the intershell region. Contributions to ionization pote
tials should arise from the valence region, etc.

To understand why previous constructions donot meet
the above criteria, consider the following definition of a
energy density:

eXC
wave fn.~r !5E d3r 8

P~r ,r 8!2r~r !r~r 8!

2ur2r 8u

1
1

2
¹2$g~r ,r 8!2gs~r ,r 8!%ur5r8 , ~2!

whereP(r ,r 8) is the pair density~or diagonal second-orde
reduced density matrix! andg(r ,r 8) is the first-order density
matrix, with gs being its Kohn–Sham counterpart.~We use
atomic units, in whiche25\5me51, throughout this pa-
per!. Integration over all space of Eq.~2! yields

EXC5Vee2U1T2TS , ~3!

whereVee is the interelectronic repulsion,U is the Hartree
energy,T is the physical kinetic energy, andTs is the non-
interacting~Kohn–Sham! kinetic energy. This definition has
been used to great effect by Baerends, Gritsenko, and
workers, in density-functional studies of chemic
bonding.11,13–15 To constructeXC

wave fn.(r ), they perform an
accurate configuration interaction~CI! wave-function calcu-
lation, from which they can extractr(r ), P(r ,r 8), and
g(r ,r 8). They also construct the Kohn–Sham potential c
responding to this density,16 producing highly accurate
Kohn–Sham orbitals, from which they findgs . Other groups
have adopted the same definition,17 and also studiedTC5T
2TS , the kinetic contribution to the correlation energy, d
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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fined in this way.18 These exact energy densities have be
calculated for small atoms, and homogeneous and inho
geneous diatomic molecules.14,15,19A slightly different form
occurs if one begins from the adiabatic connection formul20

which subsumes the kinetic correlation contribution into
coupling-constant integration over the potential contribut

eXC
adia.~r !5E

0

1

dlE d3r 8
Pl~r ,r 8!2r~r !r~r 8!

2ur2r 8u
, ~4!

This is used in the work of Perdew and co-workers21 and has
been calculated for bulk Si by Hoodet al.22

The difficulty arises if one wishes to compare these
ergy densities with the conventional ones for approxim
functionals, such aseXC

LDA(r ),eXC
GGA(r ),eXC

hyb(r ), because the
conventional ones arenot typically approximations to
eXC

wavefn(r ) in Eq. ~2!, nor is there any reason to expect th
they should be.@A possible exception to this is the energ
density of Becke88 exchange, which was designed to re
duce the exchange limit of Eq.~2! at large distances from
finite systems.# The conventional forms are simply conv
nient representations of the approximate functionals, and
be changed by an integration by parts. For example,
original LYP correlation23 functional contained the Laplac
ian of the density, but this was removed by an integration
parts to give a simpler form in terms of the gradient alone24

These integrations do not alter the resulting energy fu
tional, but can dramatically alter the energy density, as
Laplacian is very sensitive to interesting features in
density.25 The essential point is that approximations a
made to the integrated exchange-correlationenergy, and gen-
erally do not imply that the conventional energy density is
approximation to any specific choice of exact energy dens
This point is made strongly in the work of Perdew and c
workers, who argue that in constructing GGA’s, only t
system-averagedexchange-correlation hole is approximate
not its value at eachr .26,27 Specifically, the gradient expan
sion for exchange produces a Laplacian contribution to
energy density which diverges for a Coulombic interelect
interaction~but which integrates to zero!.28

II. CONSTRUCTION OF ENERGY DENSITY

A. Virial energy densities

To define energy densities which areuniquely deter-
mined by the corresponding energy functional, we use
virial theorem29

EXC1TC52E d3rr~r !r•¹yXC~r !, ~5!

whereyXC(r )5dEXC /dr(r ) is the exchange-correlation po
tential. This may be converted into an expression forEXC

alone, since29,30

TC@r#52EC@r#1]EC@rg#/]gug51 , ~6!

whererg(r )5g3r(gr ), Thus Eq.~5! may be rewritten with
EX@rg#1dEC@rg#/dg on the left, andyXC@rg# on the right.
Integrating overg, we find, atg51

eXC
vir @r#~r !52r~r !r•¹ỹXC@r#~r ! ~7!
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where

ỹXC@r#~r !5E
0

1 dg

g
yXC@rg#S r

g D . ~8!

We call ỹC the hypercorrelated potential,31 since it includes
g,1, where the system is more correlated than atg51, the
physical value. This result was derived earlier in differe
form by van Leeuwen and Baerends,32 and requires that the
exchange-correlation energy vanish atg50, which has been
proven.33

While the virial energy density of Eq.~7! is solely de-
termined by the density dependence ofEXC@n#, and there-
fore, allows comparison between approximate and ex
quantities, it has several unappealing features.

Firstly, the virial energy density depends on the cho
of origin in Eq. ~1!. When the origin is shifted, the viria
energy density changes shape. In applications to molecul
large antisymmetric peak appears around nuclei off the
gin, whose physical significance is unclear, as its net con
bution to the exchange-correlation energy is almost zero33

Secondly, it has a perverse form when applied to
tended systems. The factorr increases without bound as on
traverses a solid, i.e., the virial energy density of Eq.~7! is
not a periodic function ofr , even whenr~r ! andyXC(r ) are.
This leads to an energy density which becomes extrem
large at one side of the solid.

Thirdly, within LDA, ỹXC
unif(r )5*0

1dgyXC
unif@g3r(r )#/g,

whereyXC
unif(r)5deXC

unif(r)/dr, so that

r~r !¹ỹXC
LDA~r !5yXC

unif~r!¹r/3, ~9!

yielding a gradient-dependent LDA virial energy densi
Thus in application to a jellium sphere, all the energy dens
would lie on the surface, even within LDA! Clearly, energ
densities with these deficiencies defy simple physical in
pretation.

B. Helmholtz construction

In their original work on the virial theorem, Levy an
Perdew29 showed how Eq.~9! recovers the usual LDA en
ergy density, by using

¹eXC
unif~r!5

deXC
unif

dr
¹r5yXC

unif¹r. ~10!

Thus

EXC
LDA52 1

3E d3r $r•¹eXC
unif@r~r !#%. ~11!

A simple integration by parts then yields

EXC
LDA5E d3reXC

unif@r~r !#, ~12!

the conventional form.
We generalize Eq.~11! to the exact exchange-correlatio

energy functional. Sincer¹ỹXC defines a vector field ove
all space which vanishes rapidly at the boundary, the He
holtz theorem allows us to write it as a source plus c
contribution:
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3r~r !¹ỹXC~r !5¹eXC
unamb~r !1¹3aXC

unamb~r !. ~13!

Inserting this form into Eq.~7! and integrating over all space
one finds the curl term vanishes, and Eq.~1! is recovered.
ThuseXC

unamb(r ) defined by Eq.~13! is indeed an energy den
sity. Choosing vanishing boundary conditions at infinity, w
find

eXC
unamb~r 8!52

3

4p E d3r
¹•@r~r !¹ỹXC~r !#

ur2r 8u
. ~14!

Equations~13! and ~14! are the central results of this work
The first is an implicit definition of our exchange-correlatio
energy density, while Eq.~14! is its explicit solution. All
results can be easily generalized to spin-density-functio
theory. Note that the same procedure, applied directly to
exchange-correlation potential, yields~three times! the
exchange-correlation pressure of Nagy and Parr~Eq. ~24! of
Ref. 34!.

At this point, it is instructive to contrast the unambig
ous energy density with earlier choices. Both Eqs.~2! and
~4!. require knowledge of the reduced density matrices
the system, whereas the the unambiguous energy densit
quires only knowledge of the density dependence of the
ergy functional, to first construct the exchang
hypercorrelated potential of Eq.~8!, and thus the energy
density in Eq.~14!. Furthermore, in contrast to Eq.~7!, there
is no change of shape with origin. This is due to the integ
tion by parts in the derivation of Eq.~14!, which removes the
explicit origin-dependence in Eq.~7!.

III. PROPERTIES OF THE UNAMBIGUOUS ENERGY
DENSITY

A. Exact properties

An immediate application of Eq.~14! is as a consistency
test between the energy and the potential in either exac
approximate calculations, where it suffers none of the di
culties of the virial expression Eq.~7!. This test should be
very useful for exact exchange-only calculations, which
now possible for atoms and molecules35 within the optimized
effective potential approach,36 becauseEX can be extracted
directly from yX(r ).

When a system is spherically symmetric, Eq.~14! sim-
plifies to

eXC
unamb~r 8!523E

r 8

`

drr~r !
dỹXC

dr
. ~15!

Far from an atom, the density decay is exponential, and
termined by the ionization potential, so that

eXC
unamb~r !→2

3r~r !

2ar 2 r→`, ~16!

wherea5A2I and I is the ionization potential. For the hy
drogen atom, we find

eX
unamb~r !5

3

p H 2@E1~2r !2E1~4r !#1
e22r

r

1e24rF1

2
1

1

r G J , ~17!
al
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whereE1(x)5*1
`dt exp(2xt)/t.

Integrating the unambiguous energy density of Eq.~14!
yields

EXC52
3

4p E d3r 8E d3r
¹•@r~r !¹ỹXC~r !#

ur2r 8u
, ~18!

a form reminiscent of the adiabatic connection formu
However, there are several interesting differences. For
ample, the integration along coupling-constant~or equiva-
lently, scaling parameter37! runs from the physical system t
the strongly-correlated~or low-density limit!, the reverse of
the usual case. This form may inspire new routes for inv
tigating EXC@r#. For example, functional differentiation
yields

yXC~r 8!5
3

4p E d3r¹•H ¹ỹXC~r !

ur 82r u J
2

3

4p E d3r¹ f̃ XC~r 8,r !•E d3r 9
¹9n~r 9!

ur2r 9u
,

~19!

where f XC(r ,r 8)5dyXC(r )/dr(r 8) is the exchange-
correlation kernel. This equation may be applied to excha
alone, as a test of models38 for f X(r ,r 8), when the exact
yXC(r ) is known.

We may also apply the Helmholtz construction to fin
the curl term defined by Eq.~13!

aXC
unamb~r 8!5

3

4p E d3r
¹r~r !3¹ỹXC~r !

ur2r 8u
, ~20!

which vanishes whenever¹r and ¹ỹXC are parallel every-
where, such as in a spherically symmetric system.

Note that our requirements for an energy density still
not uniquely determineeXC(r ). One could add, e.g.
¹2$yXC

unif@r(r )#2yXC(r )% to Eq.~14!, and still have an energy
density determined solely by the density dependence of
energy functional, and reducing toeXC

unif@r(r )# in LDA.

B. Approximate functionals

Since the right-hand-side of Eq.~14! is given in terms of
the ~scaled! potential and the density,eXC

unamb(r ) is solely de-
termined by the density dependence ofEXC@r#. Thus, given
any approximationEXC

approx@r#, one can~fairly easily! deduce
the corresponding approximateeXC

unamb@r#(r ) via Eqs.~8! and
~14!. In particular, use of Eq.~9! shows that eXC(r )
→eXC

unif@r(r )# whenEXC→EXC
LDA . Thus we expecteXC

unif@r(r )#
to be a moderately accurate, extremely reliable approxim
tion to eXC(r ), just asEXC

LDA is to EXC . Furthermore, differ-
ences betweeneXC

unif@r(r )# and eXC
unamb(r ) will highlight the

limitations of LDA.
Note that a GGA energy functional depending only

the density and its gradient at a point

EXC
GGA5E d3reXC

GGA@r~r !,¹r~r !#, ~21!

when inserted into Eq.~14!, produces an unambiguous e
ergy density which includes several higher order gradie
Thus the unambiguous energy density differs from the c
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ventional one used for these functionals, as will be illustra
below. One can also show that there is no GGA whose
ambiguous energy density as given by Eq.~14! depends only
on the density and its gradient atr .

As mentioned above, the Becke 88 exchange functio
was customized to reproduce the exchange limit of Eq.~2! at
large distances from finite systems. It is well-known that
resulting asymptotic potential is incorrect. If, on the oth
hand, thepotential had been fitted, then the unambiguo
energy density would also be correct. This philosophy w
followed by Engel and Vosko,39 so that their exchange GGA
reproduces the correct unambiguous exchange energy
sity at large distances.

These arguments apply equally to correlation. GGA
constructed to fit the potential40,41 will fit the unambiguous
energy density as well. In this regard, fitting the unambig
ous energy density has the advantage of automatically fit
the integrated energy. Note that questions concerning c
stants in the potential42–45 do not arise here, as Eq.~14!
depends only on the gradient of the potential.

IV. CALCULATIONS OF UNAMBIGUOUS ENERGY
DENSITY

A. Finite systems

Exact calculation of the unambiguous energy density
complicated by the need to scale the density to find the
percorrelated potential. This makes it difficult to compa
with the results of wave function calculations, which yie
yXC only at g51. This problem may be side stepped,
applying Eq.~14! directly to yXC itself, yielding, from Eq.
~5!

eXC
unamb~r !1tC

unamb~r !52
3

4p E d3r
¹•@r~r !¹yXC~r !#

ur2r 8u
,

~22!

which integrates toEXC1TC . The kinetic contribution can
be calculated from accurate wave functions, by construc
the Kohn–Sham kinetic energy from the density, as d
cussed above. In Fig. 1, we plot the radial unambiguous
ergy density forEXC1TC for the He atom, both exactly an
within several typical approximations. All calculations we
performed by applying approximate functionals to exact d

FIG. 1. Radial unambiguous exchange-correlation plus kinetic-correla
energy density for the He atom~atomic units!.
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sities. Strictly speaking, the virial theorem applies only
self-consistent calculations. However, the difference betw
the energy evaluated directly from the density and from
virial theorem applied to that density are so small that it h
no effect on the digits reported in Table I. The small mag
tude ofuEC1TCu reflects the insensitivity47 of EC to coordi-
nate scaling in Eq.~6!.

We note the general features of these curves. First,
LDA curve is less negative than the exact curve for m
values of r , reflecting its typical underestimate of th
exchange-correlation energy. Next, GGA~here choosing
PBE as a representative example! significantly improves on
LDA, especially in the region of greatest weight, althou
still having a small error of changing sign.

Next we look in more detail. Figure 2 shows the err
made by functional approximations to the unambiguous
ergy density for He. All functionals demonstrate a cance
tion of errors in the integral, but this cancellation is poore
for LDA, leading to a significantly greater error in the e
ergy. We note also that BLYP appears noticeably worse t
PBE. This is due to the lack of kinetic correlation in BLYP
so that there is less successful cancellation betweeneC(r )
and 2tC(r ). BLYP would probably outperform PBE in a
comparison ofeC(r ) alone, just as it does for the integrate
energy~see Table I!. Finally, note how hybridizing the GGA
with exact exchange~in this case, we chose a 25% mixtu
with PBE! significantly reduces the error in the unambiguo
energy density.

The same overall features are found for Be and N
However, these atoms also exhibit some shell struct
which provides a much keener test of the energy dens
Figure 3 is analogous to Fig. 1, but zooms in on the sh
structure region in Ne. Here we see clearly the improvem
of PBE over BLYP, and both over LDA.

n

FIG. 2. Error in radial unambiguous exchange-correlation plus kine
correlation energy density for the He atom~atomic units!.

TABLE I. Energy components in hartrees for several atoms, evaluated
exact densities~Ref. 46!.

Energy Exact LSD PBE BLYP

He EXC1TC 21.030 20.928 21.017 21.035
Ne EXC1TC 212.15 211.27 212.09 212.22
Ne EXC 212.48 211.76 212.40 212.51
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To demonstrate that these qualitative effects also oc
in eXC

unamb(r ), we repeat Fig. 3, but plottingeXC
unamb(r ), in Fig.

4. We have also plotted the conventional GGA energy d
sities, and see that these curves are far less effective in s
ing the shell structure. The Helmholtz construction depe
on the Laplacian and higher-order gradients of the dens
whereas the conventional definitions do not.

Lastly, in Fig. 5, we show the outer electron region
Ne. This figure shows how much the hybrid improves up
the GGA in these chemically important regions. Intere
ingly, the GGA’s doworsethan LDA here.

Note that the unambiguous energy density partially
solves an important question raised about the potential
GGA and other approximate functionals. It is well-know
that many GGA’s, while producing very accurate energi
can yield potentials which look quite different from the co
responding exact quantities.40,48 In Fig. 6, we plot the corre-
lation plus kinetic correlation energy per electron

eC
unamb~r !1tC

unamb~r !5@eC
unamb~r !1tC

unamb~r !#/r~r !,
~23!

for the He atom. Comparison with Fig. 3 of Ref. 17 sho
that this Helmholtz construction yields an energy per el
tron quite similareXC

wave fn, which was used there. The figur
shows that many of the poor qualities of the potential oc
also in this correlation energy per particle: GGA’s diverge

FIG. 3. Radial unambiguous exchange-correlation plus kinetic-correla
energy density, for the Ne atom~atomic units!.

FIG. 4. Functional approximations to the radial unambiguous excha
correlation energy density, for the Ne atom~atomic units! and the corre-
sponding conventional energy densities.
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the nucleus,40 decay too rapidly, and sometimes even app
to be upside down. However, contrast this figure with all t
preceding figures. This comparison shows the importanc
studying quantities whose integral yields the energy, as
shows which errors are significant. For example, constant
the potential do not contribute to the unambiguous ene
density, smallr behavior is unimportant because of pha
space factors, while asymptotic behavior is unimportant
cause of the density-weighting factor.21,49Thus the potentials
of GGA’s are not as poor as they appear, because they
to good unambiguous energy densities.

It has also been argued that local and semilocal functi
als can yield accurate system-averaged quantities such a
ergies and system-averaged exchange-correlation holes
not point-wise quantities such as the potential, since th
continuous approximations cannot capture the derivative
continuity of the exact functional.45 Note that our expression
Eq. ~14! containsa system-average in the integration ov
the second variable, so that even when potentials look p
the energy densities look good.

B. Extended systems

For solids, Eq.~14! has interesting consequences. Fro
Eq. ~13!, we can determineeXC

unamb(r ) everywhere within a
unit cell, but only up to a constant. We may write

n

e-

FIG. 5. Error in radial unambiguous exchange-correlation plus kine
correlation energy density, for the Ne atom~atomic units!.

FIG. 6. Unambiguous exchange-correlation plus kinetic-correlation ene
per electron for the He atom~atomic units!.
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EXC
cell5E

cell
d3r @eXC

unamb~r !2eXC
unamb~r0!#1VcelleXC

unamb~r0!,

~24!

wherer0 is some point within the cell, andVcell is the vol-
ume of the cell. TheneXC

unamb(r0) is determined by the condi
tion thateXC

unamb(r ) vanishesoutsidethe system, i.e., via Eq
~14! applied to a solid with a surface. This point is be
illustrated in the case of a jellium sphere. Then the value
eXC

unamb within the interior is determined by integrating E
~15! through the surface. ThuseXC

unamb(r0) is a purely bulk
property, but one which can be calculated by an integ
through the surface and must, therefore, be independen
the surface profile. Jellium sphere calculations within LD
and GGA confirm this point. Note that this effect doesnot
signify any extreme nonlocality in the functional, as the bu
value is independent of the surface profile. The effect occ
even within LDA, and so may be considered as an artifac
the Helmholtz construction of the energy density.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Equation ~14! gives a new formula for the exchang
correlation energy of density-functional theory. In particul
it defines an energy density which is solely determined
the density dependence of the exchange-correlation en
functional. Thus it allows for unambiguous comparison
approximate and exact energy densities.

Many interesting properties in density-functional theo
can be reconsidered in the light of Eq.~14!, to examine their
consequences for the energy density. For example, how n
sighted is this energy density, in the sense of how much
affected by far away changes in the density?50 A qualitative
answer is that, since LDA provides a rough approximati
and the LDA energy density is completely near-sighted,
exact energy density is hoped to be quite near-sighted a
~Note, however, that functional differentiation of the ener
with respect to the density will partially undo some of t
system average, so that approximate functionals may
provide a good guide for the behavior of the exact quan
here.! Another example: LDA and GGA do not contain di
persive forces, because of their dependence solely on
density and its gradient at each point. Yet the exact ene
density must contain these forces, so differences betw
these approximations and the exact quantity must bec
vital for this effect. Exploration of these and other questio
is ongoing,51 but beyond the scope of the present work.

The universal nature of Eq.~14! should allow the density
and gradient analysis of exchange-correlation energies
their differences52 to be performed in an unambiguous fas
ion.

The need for integration through a surface might lim
the usefulness of this energy density as a consistency c
for bulk calculations22,53 of properties of solids. However
even without this feature, the energy density can be ca
lated from knowledge of its gradient and the energy itself,
that plots of the energy density can be made from calc
tions on a single cell in an infinite periodic system. For s
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face calculations, the independence of the bulk energy d
sity on the surface profile should provide a check
calculations of surface electronic structure.
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